approaches using UAVs as communication relay employ a single multi-rotor UAV (e.g. helicopter or quadrotor which can hover) and a simple distance-based communication model. These might be vulnerable to the failure of the relay UAV or inefficient for uncertain and dynamic environments. If ground mobile nodes move dynamically, then an optimal networking structure and the corresponding desired relay UAV position to efficiently share/transmit data between them might change significantly, which might be difficult to be followed by the multi-rotor UAV due to its limited mobility. Besides, many of them consider only a 2-D (two dimensional) and open field environment where the UAV flies at a fixed altitude and there are no buildings or obstacles.
To address above issues, this paper proposes a 3-D communication-aware trajectory planning approach to guide small multiple fixed-wing UAVs continuously to relay information (e.g. live surveillance feed) between the ground control station (GCS) and friendly ground vehicles (termed as a convoy hereafter) moving in an urban area. In particular, we focus on maintaining a direct LOS and the minimum distance between relay UAVs and the ground convoy. The availability of the geometrical LOS does not necessarily mean that the RF LOS condition is satisfied. There may be a case where direct path penetrates some light obstacles (termed as the obstructed LOS case [15] ), or multi-path effects make it not so straightforward to assume that maintaining LOS is a good measure of communication performance. However, as the LOS condition is one of the most primary factors affecting the communication signal strength as identified in [13] [14] [15] [16] , this study focuses on the LOS condition in order to ensure the required communication quality.
In complex urban environments, maintaining the LOS is quite challenging as there are a large number of differently-shaped buildings and obstacles which might obstruct the LOS [23] . To this end, the 3-D visibility polytope, termed as a communication-feasible area is first computed, which has a direct LOS from the moving convoy to relay UAVs within the maximum communication range. Relay UAVs are then controlled to stay in this area while being as close as possible to the convoy for better communication quality. Considering that the communication-feasible area is dynamically changing according to the movement of a convoy and there are kinematic constraints (speed and turning rates) on fixed-wing UAVs, a nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC)-based trajectory planning algorithm is proposed by extending our previous work [24] into 3-D. Kinematic constraints of the UAV and collision avoidance requirements between UAVs or between the UAV and obstacles (e.g. no-fly zone) can be easily incorporated into the NMPC framework. Besides, since the NMPC optimises UAV control commands periodically by utilising a 3-D UAV dynamic model, the future convoy positions and the corresponding future communication-feasible areas, it can incorporate the change in the predicted communicationfeasible area over the horizon [25] . Therefore, it is expected that the proposed NMPC-based algorithm provides a good performance in terms of making UAVs stay in the communicationfeasible area in urban environments. Numerical simulation results confirm the benefit of using the proposed approach in a complex urban environment, compared with the broadly-used Lyapunov vector field guidance [26] , [27] .
The structure of this paper is given as: Section II presents the assumptions and overview of the proposed algorithm. Section III describes communication feasible area and desired loitering orbit generation, followed by the convoy following trajectory planning algorithm based on the NMPC in Section IV. Section V presents numerical simulation results for sample convoy following scenarios. Lastly, conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. COMMUNICATION-AWARE TRAJECTORY PLANNING APPROACH OVERVIEW
There are several assumptions made in the study. Firstly, the urban map environment is assumed to be known. Vehicles in a convoy are assumed to be able to communicate with each other, so they are regarded as one convoy unit. Trajectory of the convoy is known (or can be estimated from the current time to a few time steps further ahead) to the GCS. A convoy is assumed to move on a 2-D plane (i.e. altitude is zero). Relay UAVs share a known global coordinate system for their own and convoy position. Communication between nodes (relay UAVs, a convoy and a GCS) is limited by the communication range and visibility, so if they are within a certain distance and there exists a direct LOS (not obstructed by buildings), it is assumed that they can communicate with each other. 
III. COMMUNICATION-FEASIBLE AREA AND ORBIT GENERATION

A. 3-D Visibility region with communication range
An urban environment space can be mathematically defined as:
with buildings in it, represented by a polyhedron's body 
This represents all the points on straight lines from the convoy location x cv to the arbitrary for all 3-D UAV positions in the air; ii) the communication-feasible area can be pre-computed and stored for the convoy path or even for entire map grid positions, as will be explained in Section III.C; and iii) this area needs to be computed once for the target location regardless of the number of UAVs involved. Besides, the communication-feasible area provides the UAV with more flexibility as the UAV has the information on how much space is available for manoeuvring.
Our work builds upon these benefits of communication-feasible area generation.
B. Desired loitering orbit determination
Once the communication-feasible area is generated, then UAVs should fly within the generated area in order to maintain the communication (and the LOS) to the convoy at all times. Although there might be several ways to do so, we adopt a loitering (or standoff) orbit tracking concept [24] , [30] [31] [32] to this problem, which makes the UAV follow a loitering orbit determined by the communication-feasible area. This has several benefits over other approaches (e.g. just flying within the area [28] or following the exact area boundary): it prevents sudden change of the flight course, so it is efficient under dynamic constraints of a fixed-wing UAV; path or behaviour is predictable to a certain extent as it loiters around a known point; straightforward collision avoidance between UAVs if multiple UAVs are involved by enforcing angular separation on the same orbit; orbiting around the ground convoy would allow to gather more information; and being able to be as close as possible to the convoy all the time (hence, better communication quality and network connectivity) while satisfying the movement constraints.
Note that, if the UAV flies at a low altitude, then it might not be able to stay within the corresponding communication-feasible area due to the turning rate (or minimum turning radius)
limitation. For instance, at h = h 1 in Fig. 4 , the area is too small to contain a certain size of the desired loitering orbit (represented as the dashed black circle). On the other hand, at a high altitude h = h 2 , even though there would be enough space for the UAV to move around but the distance between the ground convoy and the UAV becomes large. Consequently, finding the minimum height h d and a loitering centrer ct,d in the generated communication-feasible area in which the UAV can stay becomes a necessary task. This is formulated as:
where || · || 2 represents a L2-norm,
represents the set of discretised boundary points of the communication-feasible area at a height of h (i.e. 
C. Gaussian Process regression on desired loitering orbits
The real-time computation of the communication-feasible area and the corresponding desired loitering orbit for a convoy path might be computationally expensive due to the complicated building geometry of the urban area. In particular, if the online computation capacity of the ground control station is limited, this process could be partially made offline by using machine learning techniques. Using a set of computed desired loitering orbits for sampled ground convoy positions in the region of interest as training data, the machine learning approach can provide the approximated relationship between an arbitrary ground convoy position and the desired loitering orbit for that location. With this trained (learned) relationship, the desired loitering orbit to be followed by UAVs can be computed quickly for a convoy path or any arbitrary ground position in real time.
In order to investigate the feasibility of this concept, this paper utilises the Gaussian Process regression (GPR) [33] among other machine learning techniques. However, this does not restrict implementation of other machine learning algorithms. The Gaussian Process (GP) can be viewed as a Gaussian distribution over functions, and it can be used to infer or predict function values at a finite set of test points using the observed data. Regression using the GP is briefly explained as follows.
Firstly, a standard regression model is defined as y GP = f (x) + , where x is an input vector, and y GP is a scalar output. The noise is assumed to be an independent and identically distributed Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Then, the Gaussian Process
Since this study assumes zero-mean GP, the process can be expressed as f (x) ∼ GP (0, k(x, x )). A training set with N t observations is expressed as D = {(x n , y GP,n )|n = 1, · · · , N t } = {X, y GP }, and the following squared exponential covariance function is used:
where σ f determines the magnitude, and = l −2 I is an isotropic covariance function.
Given the GP model and the covariance function above, the fitness of this model to the training set D can be evaluated using the marginal likelihood conditioned on the hyper-parameters θ (i.e.
the parameters of the covariance function):
where K y = K + σ 2 I and K = k(X, X). The hyper-parameters are optimised to provide good predictions using the partial derivatives of Eq. (6) with respect to the hyper-parameters using a gradient-based optimiser. Note that these hyperparameters are fixed once they are optimised with the training set.
Given the training set D, the covariance function with the trained hyperparameters, and a test input vector x * , the predictive distribution for the GPR can be computed as:
where the mean and variance are defined as:
where k * denotes the vector of covariance between the test and the training points.
In this study, the centre of the desired loitering orbit (r ct,d ) and its height (h d ) at certain points of the ground vehicle (or convoy) (4m by 4m grids) in the region of interest are used as a training data set. Figure 5 shows the example result of the GPR on the desired loitering orbit height using 1m by 1m grids over a certain area as test points, and it shows the higher height around narrow roads as expected. Note that once the GPR process (in particular, hyperparameter optimisation) is done offline, the predicted outputf * (i.e. the desired orbit centre and height) at the current convoy position can be obtained in real time using Eq. (8).
IV. NMPC-BASED LOITERING ORBIT TRACKING GUIDANCE
This section presents a three-dimensional 
A. 3-D UAV dynamic model
Assuming each UAV has a low-level flight controller such as stability/controllability augmentation system for heading, flight path and velocity hold functions, this study aims to design guidance inputs to this low-level controller for loiter orbit tracking. Consider a 3-D UAV kinematic model by extending a 2-D model given in [24] : into:
where
T , and T s is a sampling time.
B. Definition of performance index and constraints
The geometry between the UAV, the pair UAV, and the desired loitering orbit (with a centre point) at the desired height considered in this study is shown in Fig. 6 . The basic aim of loitering orbit tracking is to maintain a distance |r k | between the UAV and the centre point to r d , a height of UAVs to a desired height h d and a relative phase angle ∆γ between UAVs to a desired value concurrently. Here, the relative phase angle is useful for collision avoidance between UAVs flying on the same desired loitering orbit while providing more persistent communication connectivity to the ground vehicle. Then, loitering orbit tracking can be formulated as a nonlinear model predictive control problem to find a control input sequence U k = {u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u N −1 } that Fig. 6 . The geometry between the UAV, the pair UAV, and the desired loitering orbit at the height of h d .
minimises the following performance index:
Here, r k and r p k represent the relative vectors from the loitering orbit centre to the positions of the current UAV and its pair UAV, respectively. Also, r d is a desired loitering distance from the UAVs to the loitering orbit centre, h d is a desired height for UAVs to maintain, N is the length of receding horizon, v 0 is a nominal speed of UAVs, and [24] . An adaptive angular separation strategy between relay UAVs (rather than the fixed value π) could be considered to further reduce the number of instances being out of the communication-feasible area; this remains as future work.
The 3-D UAV dynamics described in Eq. (11) can be represented as an equality constraint as:
The collision avoidance requirement between UAVs and obstacles as well as admissible control input ranges can be formulated as the following inequality constraints:
where r o,l k represents the position vector of the l-th obstacle (or no-fly zone) among N l obstacles and r c is a safe distance between UAVs or the UAV and obstacles to prevent collision.
C. NMPC algorithm
The augmented performance index is defined by incorporating the equality and inequality constraints discussed in the previous section as:
where λ k is a Lagrange multiplier, and µ v , µ ωχ , µ ωγ , µ c , and µ o are penalty function parameters.
l vk , l ωχk , l ωγ k , l ck , and l ok are defined to avoid unnecessary computation for satisfying inequality constraints as:
To derive the optimal control law for the augmented performance index, a Hamiltonian is first defined as:
The, the variation of the augmented performance index from Eq. (24) is represented as:
By selecting the following Lagrange multiplier:
the variation of J a is simplified to:
The right-hand side of Eq. (28) is derived using Eq. (13) as:
Besides, the right-hand side of Eq. (29) is derived using Eq. (26) as:
Jacobians in Eq. (31) can be obtained by the definitions discussed in the previous section. By substituting du k into Eq. (30) with the following equation which is basically a gradient descent method to minimise M k
following decreasing variation of J a can be obtained.
Therefore, the control input can be updated using Eq. (33) finally as:
where i is the iteration index, and ∆ k is a gradient step size which will determine the convergence speed and solution accuracy.
∂M k ∂u k is defined as:
Note that the iteration continues until a certain stop condition is met (e.g. maximum number of iteration is reached or there is little change compared with the previous step). The detailed online optimization has the following procedures: the initialisation of control input over a moving time horizon, the computation of an augmented performance index, the finding of a Lagrange multiplier by backward integration, the computation of a Jacobian matrix of Hamiltonian M k with respect to the control input, and the update of control inputs. As a practical way, the initial guess of control inputs over the moving time horizon at the first sampling k = 0 can use a desired nominal speed of the UAV and a desired angular velocity for the standoff orbit at the current height as:
and u ωγ 0 = 0. When k > 0, the initialisation is done by shifting the optimised control history from the previous sampling
Although there has been extensive research for stability and convergence of model predictive control [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] , formal analysis for stability of general model predictive control for nonlinear systems is far from complete, and the necessary assumptions such as global boundness of a cost function do not hold in our nonconvex and constrained nonlinear optimisation problem.
In particular, since our problem involves the time-varying reference as the standoff orbit unpredictably moves with a moving ground convoy and surrounding buildings, it is difficult to determine terminal constraints [38] or a control Lyapunov function [36] needed to guarantee a certain degree of stability. Thus, instead of the formal methods guaranteeing the convergence, this study uses several numerical simulations to validate the performance and convergence property of the proposed approach in the next section. Note that deliberation of the optimality over the moving time horizon N renders our predictive-based approach less prone to the local minima than greedy potential function-based methods. To this end, we would need N to be large enough to predict over the local minima at the expense of the computation time [39] .
Note that there are many other advanced optimisation algorithms and high-performance solvers to tackle the nonlinear and nonconvex optimisation problem defined in Eq. (12) such as IPOPT and SNOPT [40] , [41] . As these solvers are fairly lightweight and optimised in terms of performance (e.g., computation time and optimality), we could directly use them. However, in this paper, we decided to use a basic gradient-based algorithm derived from the optimal control law rather than the generalised solver in order not to be dependent on the third-party software. The current work is for a feasibility study, and performance optimisation remains as future work when applying the proposed approach to a real system.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
This section performs numerical simulations using the proposed NMPC-based convoy following trajectory planning for a moving ground convoy. The simulation sampling time T s is set to 0.5 s and the parameter setting for simulations is shown in Table I . Three sample convoy following scenarios are considered where the convoy moves through the urban area surrounded by a number of buildings as shown in Fig. 7 . A real urban map of Zurich in Switzerland is used.
As mentioned in Section II, the map environment and convoy paths are assumed to be known. To verify the feasibility and benefits of the proposed approach, three case scenarios (without no-fly zones) explained above were compared against the broadly-used LVFG (Lyapunov Vector Field Guidance) [26] , [30] . Here, the LVFG uses the vector field function to compute the desired heading angle for the UAV to follow, which makes the UAV loiter around the centre of the desired loitering orbit. The LVFG uses a decoupled one-step ahead feedback control structure: i) the heading control for loitering orbit distance keeping which guides the UAV onto the generated stable orbit around the centre of the desired loitering orbit, ii) the speed control for phase angle keeping on the same orbit, and iii) the flight path angle control to follow the desired orbit height.
Details for this LVFG can be found in [26] , [27] . Meanwhile, the NMPC guidance (trajectory planning) utilises the coupled sub-optimal control commands for heading, speed and flight path angle using Eq. (12) tracking the loitering orbit (i.e. orbit distance) and height and consequently the relay task (i.e.
fewer 'out of communication' instances). The NMPC approach also use much less control efforts.
This benefit comes from computing coupled optimal control commands (among speed, heading rate, and pitch rate) with future (predicted) information on the desired loitering orbit and UAV kinematic constraints in the optimisation process. The mean computation time of each UAV's NMPC routine at every sampling is about 0.3 s when using an Intel Core i7-6700 CPU with 3.40 GHz with 16 GB RAM in a Matlab code.
Although this is much slower than that (less than 1 ms) of the LVFG, it could be considered reasonable since the NMPC routine provides guidance commands. In general, the update rate of guidance commands could be much slower (e.g. 0.5s set in this study) than that of the lowlevel flight control commands. Besides, the computation time could be further reduced by tuning optimisation parameters at the expense of tracking performance or if written in a C/C++ code.
As a final remark, considering future positions of the ground convoy is really useful for planning the trajectory in complex urban environments. Since the proposed NMPC-based ap- proach utilises the predicted future position of the ground convoy, we can obtain a good tracking performance where the benefit can be maximised with the cooperating ground convoy. If there is no unexpected situation or pop-up threat on the ground or in the air, the proposed approach will provide a better result than that of the one-step look ahead algorithm (e.g. LVFG or similar methods) as long as the receding horizon window (i.e. look-ahead step size N ) is big enough.
Note that, however, a too big horizon window considering the distant future makes the UAV fly too proactively resulting in an unsatisfactory tracking performance; thus, the size of window needs to be carefully determined depending on the UAV's dynamic capability and the urban environment. A short video including some numerical simulation results is provided at the following link: https://www.dropbox.com/s/c7r5pzp4t13t82x/Comm Relay Movie.zip?dl=0. For the flight test, due to the indoor space limitation, we used a quadrotor UAV which attempts to stay at the centre the desired loitering orbit (rather than loitering around it). Following the centre of the desired orbit is still meaningful to make the trajectory planning algorithm robust to the navigational position error or position control error since as long as a quadrotor is within the loitering orbit, communication to the convoy is expected to be guaranteed.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has proposed a communication-aware trajectory planning approach which makes relay UAVs stay within the communication-feasible area against a moving ground convoy in a complex urban environment to ensure communication between the ground control station and the convoy. Numerical simulations showed the feasibility and benefit of the proposed approach based on the nonlinear model predictive control method which utilises future information and provides coupled sub-optimal control commands. The approach proposed in this study can be beneficial for cooperative/coordinated operations of unmanned aerial and ground vehicles in an urban disaster area, especially when humans cannot directly enter it due to a possible hazard such as radioactivity or contamination. This work can also be applied to a visual target tracking problem in order to persistently track the moving target while maintaining a visual line-of-sight.
An adaptive angular or spatial separation between relay UAVs (rather than the fixed value π with the same standoff distance used in this study) will be investigated to further reduce the number of out of communication instances. A more realistic communication model which considers not only the LOS condition but also other communication properties such as multipath effects due to diffraction and reflection in the complex urban environment will be studied.
Robust trajectory planning under uncertainty on a convoy path or an urban map will also be followed as future work.
